
1: DISTRIBUTE YOUR MUSIC TO ONLINE SERVICES
- Use a distribution service (ex. Tunecore or CD Baby) to distribute your music to online stores
and streaming services like: iTunes, Spotify, Apple Music, Google Play etc.

2: SELL YOUR TRACKS TO OTHER ARTISTS
- You can be the songwriter for another artist. Singers, Rappers and Performing Music Artists
always need fresh music to add their personal performance on. It is actually quite rare that the
artist is also the writer of the musical composition.

3: SELL SOUNDS AND SAMPLE PACKS
- Design unique sounds, make sample packs, record sound effects etc. and sell on
marketplaces like: Pond 5 or Audiojungle. There is always demand for more Drum Kits, Sound
Effect Packs etc.

4: SELL FULL SAMPLE LIBRARIES
- You can create and develop complete sample libraries for Kontakt (the industry standard
sample engine). Most manufacturers of sample libraries sell their products on their own website.
Use a service like Gumroad or Shopify to setup an online store on your own website.

5: LICENSE YOUR MUSIC FOR TV, FILM, GAMES
- There is a huge market for Music to be placed in media like: TV, Film, Games, Ads etc. The
easiest way to get your music licensed is to team up with a music library. Low End Library
examples: Pond 5, Audiojungle. High End Library examples: Extreme Music, APM Music.

6: COMPOSE CUSTOM MUSIC
- Original and custom tailored music will always be in demand. Movies, TV Series, Video Games,
Ads. Even though library music might work for low to medium level productions, the big
productions always prefer original music. It is demanding and not for everyone, but is it for you?

7: SELL MERCHANDISE
- If you have a fanbase, there are huge possibilities in creating your own merchandise and sell it
online or on the road. T-Shirts, Pins, Pens, Mouse Pads and USB-sticks. Anything goes, as long
as your fans are interested in it. Try to come up with unique things to sell.

8: GET FAN FUNDING
- Something that is relatively new as a way to monetize your career as a music maker is to let
your fans support you directly. Basically you let them donate money either per project (like an
album), or on an ongoing basis (like a subscription). Check out: Kickstarter or Patreon.

9: GET YOUTUBE AD REVENUE
- If you have a YouTube Channel that gets a good amount of views per month, you can make
money from the ad program (Up to 1$ per 1000 views is the word on the street).

10: GET SPONSOR DEALS
- If you have a channel where you can reach lots of followers (like for example: YouTube,
Facebook Page, Instagram etc.), you can try to reach out to companies to get sponsor deals in
exchange for you incorporating their brand and/or product in your content.

11: TEACH YOUR MUSIC MAKING SKILLS
- Millions of people have access to the technology needed to make music. The only thing that
stand in their way is: lack of knowledge. You can help those people by creating anything from
short mini courses to full master classes. Check out course platforms like: Udemy or Skillshare.


